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This is a brief note to a problem on the Rift Valley in the eastern Africa. It is said that this valley was formed
in an age 20,000,000 years before present though the valley is yet continuing to move eastward at an annual
rate of about 5 cm/year in a geographical trend. Adding to some of the scientists tell that the separation threat
of the easternAfrica from the mother land of the Africa under the effect of African crust motion over the magma.
However, it is now geological understanding that the land of the Africa has been kept its basic coastal configulation
in geographic pattern since the time more than 20,000,000 years before present. Sothat, it is hard to consider the
above noted African land separation by part could be in the next age in a time scale of 20,000,000 years. As far
as, we concern the geographic data obtaoned by the ground based survey of the African typical mountain peaks,
the highest mountain peak 5885m (in 1980) is for Kilimanjaro, Kibo Peak though one of the scientific almanacs
tells us its peak height as 5890m (in 2009). As for the Mount Kenia, the peak height is as 5199m (in 1980) and
5200m(in 2009). At a glance, it looks to be a trend in altimetry of the African typical mountain. Now, what trends
are noted for the peak heights could be taken to suggesting the geological activity on the earth surface to maintain
in a spherical shape approximately on the orbit around the Sun. In these several ten years, the digitizing of the
data has been promoted even for the topographic patterns on the earth though its time scaling is extremely short
comparing to the geological time scaling. Now, it should be found what is effective to monitor any trends of the
African crust in motion as well as variations of the mountain peaks.


